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Cleansing & Conditioning Systems
Begin with the End in Mind

Choose the cleansing & conditioning system that best suits your hair type and desired look.

It only takes 7SECONDS...
7SECONDS™  Detangler
Always apply 7SECONDS Detangler from roots to 
ends before applying any “blend” to the hair.

Thick Volume
BOOSTA Volumizing Spray ™  
+ EXPANDA™ Volume
Spray EXPANDA Volume lightly through the hair from 
mid-length to the ends. Spray BOOSTA Spray from 
roots to the ends. Blow-dry for thickness and volume.

Oh So Strong
BLOW&SET™ Lotion 
or EXPANDA™ Volume
BLOW&SET Lotion or EXPANDA Volume will add 
more hold to any styling product.

Oh So Soft
U Oil or SMOOTH&SHINE
U Oil or SMOOTH&SHINE will reduce hold 
while adding shine and softness.
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Full On BlowOut
Blow&Set ™Lotion  
+ 7SECONDS™BlowOut Crème
Don’t be shy! Apply BLOW&SET Lotion directly to roots. 
Distribute 7SECONDS BlowOut Crème to damp hair 
from mid-shaft to ends. Section hair and blow out from 
root to end using a round or paddle brush.

A Thick Fix
BOOSTA™ Thickening Crème  
+ BOOSTA™ Volumizing Spray

Massage BOOSTA Thickening Crème into the roots.  
Spray BOOSTA Volumizing Spray from mid-shaft to ends.  
Blow-dry and style as desired for thick, touchable volume.

Curls Just Want To Have Fun
BOOSTA™Thickening Creme  
+ BOING™ Mositure Curl Cream

Massage BOOSTA™Thickening Creme into root 
base. Distribute BOING Moisture Curl Cream to ends 
on fine curl hair. Style as desired.

Turn Up the Volume
Blow&Set ™Lotion + 7SECONDS™BlowOut Crème  
+ EXPANDA™Volume
Apply BLOW&SET Lotion directly to roots. Distribute 
7SECONDS BlowOut Crème to damp hair from  
mid-shaft to ends. Section hair and blow out from root 
to end using a round or paddle brush. Spray EXPANDA 
Volume directly to roots for extra hold and lift!
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Naturally Soft and Curly
BOING™ Defining Curl Cream 
+ BLOW&SET™Lotion
Mix quarter size amount of BOING Defining Curl 
Cream and BLOW&SET Lotion in the palm of your 
hand. Apply from roots to ends. Separate curls by 
twisting hair around your fingers and diffuse.

Shine Set
U Oil + BLOW&SET™ Lotion  
+ 7SECONDS™Glossing
Mix a small amount of U Oil and BLOW&SET Lotion in the 
palm of your hand. Apply from roots to ends. Comb through 
hair and blow-dry for smooth volume and shine. Spray 
7SECONDS Glossing on a brush and run through hair. Finish 
with a light dusting from roots to ends.

Big Set
BOOSTA ™ Spray + BLOW&SET™ Lotion
+ 7SECONDS™Glossing
Spray BOOSTA to the roots. Apply BLOW&SET on 
mid-shaft to ends. Style hair from Big & Bouncy to a 
softer wave. Spray an even amount of 7SECONDS 
Glossing all over hair. Add a touch more on top of 
each wave for extra glossiness.

Straighten Up
LAZER Straight ™ + U Oil  
+ 7SECONDS™Glossing
Blend LAZER Straight and 1-3 drops of U Oil in your 
hand. Apply from roots to ends. Blow-dry and flat iron 
for an “Oh So Straight” look. Spray a layer of 7SECONDS 
Glossing from a distance for even shine.
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Ultimate Texture Finishing Touch

Ultimate BodyStraight and Smooth

EXPANDA™ Dust 
+ TEXTURIZA™ 

MAXCONTROL™Spray or GO365™Hairspray
or SESSION-MAX™Spray

EXPANDA™ Volume  
+ ELEVATE Mousse

LAZER Straight ™ + SMOOTH&SHINE
+ 7SECONDS™Glossing

Try EXPANDA Dust on the roots with TEXTURIZA 
throughout for the ultimate texture.

Use GO365 for a light, medium, or strong hold – 
you make the choice. MAXCONTROL is a workable 
finishing spray that can be layered for stronger hold. 
SESSION-MAX is extra strong with a hold factor 10.

Apply LAZER Straight and a small amount of 
SMOOTH&SHINE into your hand. Emulsify together 
and work from roots to ends on wet hair. Blow-dry 
for perfectly straight, smooth, and shiny hair. Add 
a small amount of 7SECONDS Glossing to palms 
and work through hair. Run flat iron quickly over the 
ends to finish.

First apply EXPANDA Volume to the root area, then 
ELEVATE Mousse from mid-shaft to ends. Blow-dry 
for ultimate body.


